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My four-year old Grandson is learning to read. Yesterday he pointed at a
picture in a zoo book and said, 'Look Grandpa! It's a frickin‘ elephant!' 

I took a deep breath, then asked...'What did you call it?‘

'It's a frickin' Elephant, Grandpa! It says so on the picture!' 

and so it does... 

'A f r i c a n Elephant”



Sometimes the picture we draw isn’t telling the stor y we THINK it is. 

• We are multi-dimensional with different layers and emotional triggers. 

• Everyone carries around their own worldview all the time. In it, you’ll find their set of biases, 
grudges, wishes, values and assumptions. 

• A person’s worldview shows up before you do. 

• Bad marketing (in a company or church) tries to change somebody’s worldview. Good 
communications (in a company or a church) identifies a worldview and FRAMES the message 
and tells the story around it.
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TODAY’S OUTLINE: 

1. Are people letting you in or shutting you out?

2. Myth Busters

3. Getting buy-in

4. Now what
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Average people are good at ignoring you. 

• there’s already too much too look at and not enough time to take it all in. They just don’t notice 
you. 

• they have a different point of view than you; satisfied  & not looking for someone to change 
their minds.

This picture is hard to see when you’re inside the frame. 
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Gayle McDonald’s (wife of pastor and author Gordon McDonald) story about the missionary that 
returned home. “What’s changed most in America since you left?”

The Potato Chip Isle! I left and there were 2-3 to choose from. Now there are rows full with 
hundreds of choices. 

ARE WE SPENDING ALL OF OUR TIME ON POTATO CHIP DECI SIONS AND WONDERING 
WHY WE DON’T HAVE ANY ENERGY LEFT FOR THE GOOD STUF F?
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What is the first thing you do when you go to amazon.com?

Go for a progressive dinner strategy versus a potluck. 
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Today’s local church doesn’t have communication mod els built for today’s reality. 

Information overload, pressure to keep up, subculture alliances, global neighborhoods, 
mass distrust of big business and organized religion, etc., has moved us past the industrial 
age through the information age to the interconnected age. The “social” (a.k.a. new media, 
virtual communities, global neighborhood, Web 2.0) is a significant piece of two-way 
communication in today’s society. 

• Not interruption, but permission

• Not chaos, but clarity 

• Not corporate copy, but peer reviews

• Not user privacy, but user control

• Not inform, but inspire

• Not integrate, but elevate
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A change in approach starts with a change in mindset. Our communication efforts will be 

exponentially more effective if we fine-tune our M.O.—online and off.

Prescribe (influence)

Fear (wonder)

Conform (channel)

Send (release)

Getting feedback (providing service)

Broadcast 

Listen
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Advertising, at best, creates awareness not credita bility. Cancer has awareness and 
nobody wants it. 

Interest is built on experiences, not brands. Great experiences don’t contradict themselves. And, 
neither do great brands.

People need inspiration not information. The inspir ation comes from how you make them 
feel not by what you have to say. 
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ISOLATE THE EMOTION
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Fragmented identity equates to lost identity. Every thing that touches your audience 
contributes something; the key is to make sure it p ositively reinforces the message you 
want to send. Look at your touch points. Are they consistent in core values? 

Part of designing from the audience perspective is presenting yourself like one family…not a 
disjointed group of competing departments. 

At the center… What are the unifying values that ris e above demographic lines? 
One thing more important than all the rest . 

Do you know what it is? Is it the same in all areas of the church?
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Get in touch with emotion/not information. 

Your job is more about releasing the right response than sending the right message. The “right message” 

assumes you and the other person will respond in the same way. Learning about your audience can help 

you predict how they will respond to your message. 



So who ARE you talking to? When you start to answer these questions, you'll begin to uncover 
the personality of the people you're trying to reach. 

• What makes you worth the hassle? 

• What is their comfort zone? (What do they do with their free-time?)

• What do they hate? What do they wear?

• What are they looking for [and running from]?
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PEOPLE ARE ASSOCIATING THEMSELVES WITH A LIFESTYLE
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Identify the distraction before it becomes a distra ction and eliminate it. 

Ask these questions:

• How do we attract versus repel? What is the thing that makes people cringe about this 
subject? Event? 

• How do we design around it? 

• Old drama technique… imagine what the character was doing 5 minutes before they 
arrived in your lobby.



Consider facility space and signage…
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Consider flow and user testing… 
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Consider language & pre-conceived notions. 

[HANDOUT]

not Intimacy ...   Connection

not Fellowship ...   Community

not Visitor...   Guest

not Ministry (or committee)… Team (or Volunteer)

not Recruit ...   Invite

not Maturity...   Growth 

not Program ...   Experience

not Need ...   Opportunity

not Go Deeper ...   Next Step
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Consider visuals…
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• People are stressed out, fed-up, overcommitted (in time and money) and over stimulated. Most 
people are existing day-to-day, going through motions of being alive, yet dying. 

• Looking for answers that will make a real difference in their lives. Instead they face a barrage 
of information that not only fails to lift them up 
it actually drains them, both physically and mentally. 

• The communication you intend to be helpful is perceived as noise or junk mail. Don’t dump 
more information and adding to the confusion. 

• “A GENERATION AGO…THE QUESTION WAS ‘WHAT IS TRUTH?’ T ODAY…THE 
QUESTION IS ‘WHAT IS THE POINT’”. BILLY GRAHAM 
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• Each communication piece is a valuable tool with the opportunity to unify all communications 
church-wide or dilute them,  depending on the quality and how information is organized. 

• Centralized communications helps prioritize resources across the ministry. Like air traffic 
control tower… with eye on the weather, other traffic, ground crews, etc. 
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Now that you have all this information and renewed perspective, you’re like a kid w/ a 
loaded gun. All of us are under pressure to demonstrate results  quickly, we have the 
tendency to skip the crucial “soft skills” of our job  required for teamwork and flow. 
We underestimate the difficulty of driving people f rom their comfort zones. 

The people in charge are supposed to have all the answers, right? Not true. 50% of your job is re-
directing people. Not directing. 
If your job has anything to do with COMMUNICATIONS then you need to look at your 
schedule and see how much space you’re leaving for COMMUNICATIONS. 
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1. GET AN IMAGE CONSULTANT

2. CHECK YOUR EGO

3. FIND COMMON GROUND
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EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION DEPENDS ON A COMMON VOCABUL ARY.  Do you know 
their vocabulary or just yours?
• Take time to hear about their needs, hurdles, barriers to entry. Then seek to understand their 

objective and drill down to the stuff about the piece, their audience, etc. Sometimes you’re 
leading the witness with your questioning, other times it just comes natural. Find ways to 
collaborate and walk through questions.   

• Is it Appealing (context)? Are we focusing our energy from the "inside out" or from the 
"outside in"? 

• Engaging (presentation)? Are we unifying our message or diluting it? Are we reducing the 
noise in people's life or adding to it? 

• Helpful (content)? Are we giving people what they want, when they want it? Or, are we 
answering questions they haven’t asked yet? 
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If you’re passionate about what you do, it’s pretty safe to assume that the people you work with 
are, too. 
Whether it’s anger, alarm or alienation…our co-workers feel it when we’re coming at them. It’s not 
personal. The heart of change is how you make people feel. 

• Your job is Not about do’s and don’ts but about harnessing the power of our message to 
enhance the experience. However, a good strategy has more 
to do with saying “no” than saying “yes”. You lose creditability if you offer too much w/o being 
able to deliver. Don’t take something away WITHOUT GIVING SOMETHING BACK

• Sometimes its as simple as a terminology shift.

�consulting vs. creating 

�proofing vs. approval

�weigh in

�Here’s what we CAN do



�Consider this?

�Try to avoid “no, can’t do that, have to, policy, ru le, etc.”
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http://amzn.to/dh44eo
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